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The improvement of science education in accord with the current science reform 
agenda requires the development of sophisticated instructional strategies that are 
grounded in a clear recognition of student understanding. We describe a pedagogical 
strategy, the assessment conversation, that helps teachers elicit student understanding 
and then use elicited and diverse student understanding as the instructional basis for 
achieving conceptual and reasoning goals in the classroom. We then illustrate the 
potential and challenges of using the assessment conversation through examples that 
have emerged from Science Education through Portfolio Instruction and Assessment 
(SEPIA), a project attempting to reform practices of assessment and mstruction in 
middle school science classrooms. We conclude with a discussion of issues facing 
any substantial reform of science education 

A goal of the science education reform agendas (cf. American Association for the 
Advancement of Science, 1993, Benchmarks for Scientific Literacy; National 
Research Council & National Academy of Sciences and Engineering, 1994, Na
tional Standards for Science Education) is to design curricula and associated 
instructional strategies that will develop learners' habits of mind to reason scien
tifically and engage III scientific inquiry. The assumption that students can do 
science entails an emphasis on two complementary sets of goals. The first is that 
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students learn the cognitive and manipulative procedures and methods of SCIence 
exploration that generate data and evidence. The second IS that students learn the 
skills of argumentation and of theory development and evaluation that link evidence 
to explanations. As L. Schauble (personal communication, Apnl 1992) put it, 
"What we want is kIds reasoning about the things they are exploring, and exploring 
based on their reasoning." This view acknowledges that a principle goal of science 
educatIOn is the development of titunklllg, reasoning, and problem-solving skills to 
prl~pare students to participate in the generatIon and evaluation of scientific knowl
edge claims, explanations, models and experimental designs (cf. Klahr & Dunbar, 
1988; Kuhn, 1993; Metz, 1991; Schauble, Klopfer, & Raghavan, 1991). 

The position to be developed in this article is that assessment activities in 
classrooms can help to achieve such goals and, more important, can provIde 
information about progress toward these goals. Although many focus on the role 
of on-demand performance assessments to shape instructional dynamics and edu
catIOnal policy and goals (Resnick, 1993; Resnick & Resnick, 1991; Shavelson, 
Baxter, & Pine, 1992), our focus IS on the role of assessment in shaping classroom 
activities, diagnosing srudents' ideas and products, and guiding teachers' decisions. 
More specifIcally, we are concerned with establishing classroom learning environ
ments that facilItate the acquisition of information teachers can examine and use to 
help students learn how to do science. It is our thesis that science instruction 
improves when teachers are provided with curricula and instructIonal strategIes that 
allow for frequent and ongoing assessment opportunities. It IS also our contention 
that masterinlS these strategies is extremely complex, introduclllg sigmficant chal
lenges to the assumptions and methods underlying the current practice of the 
majority of science teachers. 

The achievement of new educational goals, be they conceptual understandings, 
cognitive outcomes, or inquiry performances, ultimately involves problems of 
practice. Problems of practice ~re largely problems of appropriate curriculum 
de,signs and instructional dynamics. The primary challenge to sGience education 
reform is to have a set of operative instructional goals and practices that are 
consistent with the goals and practices of science education set out by reformers. 
Unfortunately, the conclusion to be drawn from much classroom-based research IS 
that teachers' assessment ofinfonnation related to cognitive goals is often ignored. 
Instead, what receives prionty is information more frequently ahgned with the 
activity goals of the classroom (Doyle, 1983; Sanford, 1987). When attempts are 
made to alter the activity structure of the classrooms and the decision makmg of 
teachers so as to increase cognitive considerations of the task enVIronment, students 
often feel they are being placed at risk and strive through their actions to lower or 
renegotiate the co~nitive demands to more familiar and less challenging task 
situations (Doyle, 1984, 1986b). 

More recently. discourse analyses of science classrooms (Carlsen, 1991, 1993; 
Lemke, 1990) have done little to alter thIS general findlllg. The result m science 
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classrooms is that there is a great emphasis on the actiVIty structure of the lesson 
(e.g., time, materials, students groups) with less concern about the thematic struc
ture of the lesson (e.g., concepts, background knowledge, evidence). One outcome 
of thIS imbalance IS that teachers, and students generate very different perceptions 
about the purpose of a lab, lessons, or activity and also different interpretatIOns 
about what counts as the important content to be learned (Osborne & Freyberg, 
1985). Despite teachers' verbalized intentions, students perceive that the simple 
doing of the activity is. III fact, the essence of science. 

These types of student perceptions are not at all surprising, for leaching expertise 
IS typically associated with management routines teachers adopt and effectively 
employ to handle the activity structure of the classroom (Kagan, 1992). It is out of 
this tradition that generic instructional frameworks-for example, the Hunter 
Model, Models of Teaching (Joyce & Weil, 1986)-take root as 1:he foundation for 
actIvities and tasks. We propose an alternative approach in which assessment of the 
qualitIes of student work and of learners' developing thematic structures come into 
balance wIth management of activity structures. Research has made it clear that 
ex:pertise in teaching is more than just management of activity; It involves effective 
execution of complex cognitiv,e tasks (Clark & Peterson, 1986; Doyle, 1983: 
Grossman, 1992; Leinhardt & Greeno, 1986). The role of subject matter content 
and the social context of learmng must be emphasized as well (Pintrlch, Marx, & 
Boyle, 1993). 

In brief, effectIve classrooms emphasize not only the management of actions, 
materials, and behavior, but also stress the management of reasoning, ideas, and 
communication. Such a shift, however, presupposes that teachers have access to 

information, making it possible to manage reasoning, ideas, and commumcatIOn. 
Access to information and the skills and strategies to process and act on that 
information are the critical components of assessment-driven instruction. 

Viewing assessment as intrinsic to the instructional process represents a position 
that, though discrepant with conventIOnal practice, is hIghly consistent with the first 
principle of assessment-to make inferences about students that support useful 
decisions in educational contexts. The fact that most assessment practice has been 
Of a summative nature and has had little impact on decision making within 
classrooms does not diminish the: potential worth of such a direction (see also Baron, 
1990; Wolf, Bixby, Glenn, & Gardner, 1991). 

This article considers how assessment can both support and promote a funda
mental shift in teaching, while describing the challenges raised by such a shift. We 
describe the assessment conversation, which is a specially formatted instructional 
dialog that embeds assessment into the activity structure of the classroom. The 
intent of an assessment conversation is to engage students in the consideration of 
a diversity of ideas or representations produced by class members and then to 
\!mploy evidence and age appropriate adaptations of scientifiC ways of knowing to 
foster a dialog about what does and does not fIt with the emerging thematic structure 
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of the lesson. We then describe a curricular unit-the Vessels Unit-that has been 
specially developed to (a) foster students' representations of ideas, (b) facilitate 
assessment conversations; and (c) promote a portfolio assessment process. We have 
called this type of science learning envlronIrtent a portfolio culture science class
room (Duschl & Gitomer, 1991; Gitomer & Duschl. 1995). 

We nC(xt turn to the experiences of twoteachers using the Vessels Unit. Focusing 
op the accomplishments and struggles of the two teachers, we describe the intel
lectual yhallenges teachers face when tbe' asses~ment of reasoning, ideas, and 
representations is moved to the c!?re activ;itiesof science classrooms. Finally, we 
speculate aboutthe ramifications of this researcb for the reform of science education 
and for the suc{;essfUl implementation of performance~based assessments. 

INTRODUCTION TO PROJECT SEPIA 

Science Edu{;ation through Portfolio Instqlction and Assessment (SEPIA)! is an 
effort attempting to improve science eduyation in middle school classrooms by 
having students develop scientific exphlnations, models, and experiments in the 
course of in-depth study of restricted co.nceptual domains. Significant changes to 
the curriculum that was in place prior to the project's inception inClude developmg 
more authentic, problem-based curricula to serve as the context for investIgations 
and reasoning, placing a greater emphasis on reasoning to complement student 
investigations, adoptil1g conceptual change teaching strategies, and integrating 
assessment strategles as a primary means for making decisions about and Supp0l1ing 
implementation of instructional activities. 

Project SEPIA was designed in consideration of emergent and convergent 
theories and practice in cognitive science, science education, instructional SClence, 
ed~cationai assessment, a~d history and philosophy of scien~e (Duschl & Gitomer, 
1991). From these diverse fields, two themes dominate. First, learning and progress 
in science requires the active and social const~uction of meaning. Second, the 
growth of scientific knowledge requires the cllcquisition of science-specific process 
skills, the development of science reasoning skill;;, and the acquisition and appro
priation of a rich conceptual understanding of scientific d,omains. 

Current cognitive sciem;:e research supports the Idea that learning requires the 
active] construction of meaning by individuals working within a social context (e.g., 
Brow~, Collins, & Duguid, 1989; Pintrichet aI., i993). In science, constructing 

IProJect SEPIA is a collaboration of the Umversity of Pittsburgh and Educational Testing Service, 
working with'the Pittsburgh Public Schools The 'project waS supported by the National Science 
Foundation (MDR905574). The opinions expressed do not necessarily reflect the positions or polleJes 
of the National Science Foundation, and no official endorSement should be inferred. 
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meaning requires the development and application of cognitive strategies and 
ht:uristics that make it possIble to comprehend patterns of information and evidence 
from nature, which are used to construct and evaluate scientific knowledge claims. 
Novak and Gowin (1984) argued that the presence of strategies and heuristics 
permits students to, in effect, learn how to learn in science. 

Such learning strategies are developed through modeling and expliCIt teaching 
(e.g., Palincsar & Brown, 1984:, Sigel, 1978, 1993). In Sigel's model, effective 
learning requires cognitive "distancing" from one's immedIate experience. Effec
tive questions or challenges by teachers create discrepancies that provoke cognitive 
acti vity which, in tum, promotes more complex, abstract, and developed cognitive 
re:presentations. Eventually, effective learners internalize and apply these distanc
ing strategies as a matter of course. Therefore, constructivist teaehing implies that 
teachers work WIth students so that they may develop an effective set of learning 
and reasoning strategies. Such teaching must include processes and tasks that help 
sludents actively construct meaning from their experiences (e.g., Resnick, 1987). 
Constructivist teaching, however, does not imply a laissez faire approach to 
teaching. Good teaching guides student construction through careful selection of 
learning experiences, questions, tasks, and so forth and does so in the service of 
established institutional, cognitive, and epistemic goals. A move to eonstructivist 
teaching represents a move from questions of ''What do I give students to develop 
an appropriate understanding?" to questions of "How can I help students construct 
approprIate understanding?" (cf. Cobb, 1994; Driver, Asoko, Le,ach, Mortimer, & 
Scott, 1994). 

What is an appropriate understanding in science education? There is an emerging 
consensus that argues for more in-depth study of topics so that students have 
opportunities to engage in instructional tasks that develop epistemic, strategic, and 
conceptual knowledge of science: domains (American Association for the Advance
ment of Science, 1993; National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences 
and Engineering, 1994). Extended study is encouraged for several reasons. First, it 
gives students an opportunity to understand the complex interrelations of concepts 
within scientific domains. This approach is in reaction to a history of practice that 
has tended to emphasize the mastery of discrete facts. Second, developed scientifIC 
reasoning skills can occur only in the context of conceptually rich explorations. 
Kuhn (1993) suggested that science instruction can be conceived of as the interplay 
of science as exploration and science as argument. In espousing the "doing" of 
science, it is not sufficient to simply have students engaged in hlmds-on investiga
tions. It is also necessary that students engage in the forms of reasoning that are 
intrinsic to scientific activity and SCIence as a way of knowing (Duschl, 1990; 
Hodson, 1992). The move to hands-on science instructional approaches has led to 
a dominant emphasis on the investigative activity Itself, typically divorced from 
any reasoning around the activity (Osborne & Freyberg, 1985; White & Gunstone, 
1992). 
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Successful science education depends on students' involvement in forms of 
communication and reasoning that model those of the scientific community (e.g., 
Gee, 1994; Roseberry, Warren. & Conant, 1992; 'Schauble, Glaser, Duschl, 
Schulze, & John, 1994). ScientifIc inquiry requires immersion into the language, 
culture, and tools of SCIentific activity, a language and culture grounded in certain 
logical and epIstemological assumptions that make science different from other 
disciplines. Just as the language and culture of France is different from the language 
and culture of the United States, and the tools of a plumber are different from the 
tools of a physician, so too are thee criteria for evaluating the status of knowledge 
claims and explanations in nonscience disciplInes different from the criteria used 
in the sciences. Science has Jilarticular ways of considering evidt!nce; generating, 
testing, and evaluating theories; and communicating ideas. A goal of science 
education is to help students participate in all the practices of the scientific 
community's culture. 

The goal of Project SEPIA is to develop a classroom culture in which the 
previously mentioned goals of science education can be realized. We have called 
this educational model a science portfolio culture (Duschl & Gitomer, 1991; 
Gitomer & Duschl, 1995) because assessment, partIcularly classroom portfoho 
assessment, is a central component of this educational model. The: portfolio serves 
as a repository of students' ideas and findings, which become the basis for 
classroom discourse and activity. If instruction must allow students to VOIce their 
understanding and teachers to recognize and act on this understanding in order to 
effect change in student's scientific conceptions, then the portfolio represents the 
pJace where students can represent their understanding. The portfolio culture 
classroom represents the place where teachers facilitate learners' processes of 
understanding through the continuous interplay of assessment and instruction. 
Teachers assess, and help students assess, these representations in order to recogmze 
student conceptions, strategies, or language use, all as a basis for guiding instruc
tional activity. 

A portfolio culture is a part of assessment reform that involves more than sImply 
designing better instruments to measure and report performance. Assessment has 
the potential to be the unifying concept of educational reform, leading to integrated 
practIce in which the boundaries of curnculum, instruction, and assessment blur 
(Baron, 1990; LeMahieu & Foss, 1994; Resnick, 1993; Wolf et aI., 1991). In 
conceptual change teaching, for example, the assessment of students' initial under
standing suggests the instructional approaches that might be most effective. When 
the development of a science reasoning strategy is added to an instructional 
unit-for example, reasoning with arguments--then the evaluation of premises, 
evidence, and argument structure become an additional essential dynamic of the 
assessment process. Establishing educational goals and determining progress to
ward those goals, most especially within a complex constructivist framework, 
requires assessments that can proVIde information about students' progress on the 
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dimensions cited previously-language, culture, and tools of scientifIc activity. 
Perhaps most significantly, the mternalizatIOn of goals and monitoring of attain
ment of goals by students is the ultimate objective of a constructivist classroom. 
Thus, assessment IS a process !Chat ought to be seamlessly integrated WIth and 
pervasive in the instructional activities of the classroom. 

Clearly, the actions and decisions of the teacher are paramount to the success of 
this enterprise. To assist in the implementation of the portfolio culture, we devel
oped a set of science criteria for teachers and students to use during the completion 
of Instructional actIvities and ta;;ks and an instructional discourse pattern we call 
an assessment conversation. 

'The goals of the portfolio culture are embodied in scientifIc criteria. These 
criteria are an articulation of what is valued in the production and evaluation of 
scientIfic ideas. Operative cnteri a in many science classrooms include the recall of 
discrete facts and the successful execution of experimental procedures, whereas the 
SEPIA criteria for considering student explanations given in Table 1 focus more 
on student's reasoning and communication, characteristics of performance that are 
critical for successful engagement in the scientific enterprise. The SEPIA cnteria 
are designed to be publicly shan:d and recognized in the classroom and to become, 
in effect, the currency by which classroom ideas are considered. These criteria also 
transcend particular topics or grade levels: These criteria are generalizable to all 
occasions when scientific ideas are to be examined. 

The principles of SEPIA are best realized in several prototype curriculum units 
that have been developed m collaboration with project teachers. Students are 
presented with authentic problems and then led through a sequence of investIga
tIons, demonstrations, discussions, and reports. a process that develops both a 
conceptual understanding of .a domain as well as specific reasoning strategIes 
common to science as a way of knowing. For example, in the Vessels Unit, the 
context in which the research reported here was carried out, the problem is to design 
a vessel hull from a 10 in. by 10 in. square sheet of aluminum foil that maximizes 
load-carrymg capacity. The problem requires the application of the physics of 
flotation and buoyancy to an engineering design problem and the development of 
a causal explanation. The student must relate design features (e.g., the height of 
vessel sides and surface area of the vessel bottom) to vessel performance and, 
\.Illtimately, to buoyant forces, buoyant pressure, and water pressure. 

The class works through a series of iterative cycles in which some form of 
exploration is conducted, either through demonstration or investIgation, and stu
dents represent their understanding in some form (e.g., written, oral, graphical, or 
dlesign product). Once students represent their understanding, the SEPIA model 
calls for an assessment conversatIOn. These conversations are structured discus
SIOns in WhICh student products and reasoning are made pubhc, recogmzed, and 
used to develop questions and actiVIties that can (a) promote conceptual growth for 
students and (b) provide assessment information to the teachers. 
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RelatiOnships 

Clarity 

Consistency 
with eVidence 

Use of 
examples 

Making sense 

Acknowledgmg 
alternative 
explanatiOns 

Elaboration of 
a theme 

Accuracy 

TABLE 1 
SEPIA Criteria for Guiding Formation and Assessment 

of Studems' ' ~piariattons 

What goes together? 
How do they go together? 
Is there a n~me we can give to the relationship? 
Is t~ere anyihing that does not belong? 
How;;rre things alike? 
Is it clear? 
Does it tell what vou want it to tell? 
Wi4 it be clear to'someone else? 
Is the statemen~ suppOrted by observations? If so, what? 
Isit ~upported by the observations of others? If so, what? 
,Is th~ statement l.\onsi~tent wi~h lab data? If so, what .data? 
Can you identify e,:,idence from nature that supports the statement? 
,Does yom' stat~ment reflect the data? 
Can you @ve an example? 
Is it a good example for this purpose? 
,Is there a better example for this purpose? 
Ca~ you think 'of an original example? 
Is this what you expected'? 
'Aie there any surprises here? 
Is there anything that does not fit? 
Do~s your hypotheSis make sense with what you know? 
Cimyou predict what will be the outcome? 
Is 'there .another way to explain this? 
Is your explanati;;n orhyPoth~sis plausible-can it happen? 
What does this e~planation say that the other doesn't? 
Is th~ term related to somethmg we did before? 
Is it f~miliar? If so, how? 
Is it related to an)1hing you dJd III another class? 
Is the statement consistent 'Nith other information on the same tOpiC? 
Ho\". ,d()Cs the model compare with other models? 
,Sow does it compare :with otlier representatiOns? 
I . 

Note. 
, I 

SEPV\ = 'Sc~ce Educati~n rhroughPortfolio InstructIOn and Assessment 

The assessment ~onversation is Ciln idealized mod\!l of teaching practice. It 
requires a set of teaching strategies and assumptions that are quite different from 
those of traditional practice. GitQmer and D,uschl (1995) described some of the 
challenges to successful implementation of the assessment conversation. One of 
the goals of this effort is to e~amine how th,ea~tuat implementation of assessment 
conversations changes a~ teachers become more experienced with an educational 
mnovation. 

The assessment conversatiQn has three general stages, presented in Table 2. The 
I . 

fIrst step is to receive student ideas .. This requires that students be allowed to 
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represent their understanding as fully as possible. To this end, SEPIA instruction 
incorporates detailed writing, drawing of annotated pictures, linkages between 
drawings and writings, construction of storyboards, and many other techniques that 
allow students to "show what they know." 

Once students have represented their understanding, it is the responsibility of 
the teacher to recognize the ideas in the classroom in relation to unit or lesson goals. 
Inevitably, there will be a diversity of ideas. In traditional classrooms, this diversity 
is quickly constrained through an appeal to fmd the "best answer." In a portfolio 
culture assessment conversation, diversity is made public and resolved through a 
discussion that is governed by scientific criteria related to language, culture, and 
tools. In recognizing the diversity of student work, teachers need to select work that 
differs on dimensions relevanl to the conceptual, cognitive, and epistemic do
maine s) being explored. They then must lead the class through a discussion in which 
lhe critical differences in student representations and reasoning are highlighted. 

Once the diversity is public, the teacher can use the diversity of Ideas as a basis 
for achieving a consensus view in the classroom. The teacher does not simply 
dismiss student ideas through appeals to some authority (e.g., the teacher or text), 
but uses classroom discussion to determme which group of students' representation 
or reasoning satisfies the criteria more than other students' (e.g .. is more consistent 
with the evidence). The teacher's role is to pose questions and facilitate discussion 
that results in a consensus view acceptable to the classroom. A final use of student 

Stage 

Stage 1-Receiving 
Information 

Stage 2-Recogmzing 
Information 

Stage 3-Vsing 
InformatIon 

TABLE 2 
Stages of the Assessment ConversatIon 

DescriptIOn 

Individual or group efforts on specialIzed tasks that by deSIgn 
bring about among students a dIVerSity of responses and range 
of representations or Ideas 

Teacher and students make expliCit and pubhdy display VIa 
posters, presentatIOns, charts. overheads, and so forth the 
diverslty of students' efforts, representatIOns of meanings and 
understandings, and performances on the tasks 

Teacher examines cntically and makes an appraisal of the diverSIty 
of stude'nt efforts, meanings and understandIngs, and 
performances and selects according to conceptual goals and 
employing criteria 

Teachers ~md students work toward a synthesis of what comes to 
count as or stand for approprIate efforts. meanmgs and 
underst.mdings, and performances employing SEPIA CrIteria 

ApplyIng what has been learned to an evaluation of preVIOUS 
efforts, meanings and understandings, and performances or to 
the design of an Investigation for advancing efforts. meamngs 
and understandIngs. and performances in the present domaIn of 
inquiry 
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understanding is to entertain how the accepted view generalizes to new and different 
situations. 

THE VESSELS UNIT -A PROTOTYPE 
TO EXA.MINE A$SESSMENT CONVERSATIONS 

The goal of any SEPIA unit is to develop learners' conceptual understandiI)g of the 
science dom;:tin und~r stlJdy arid to enhance s~lldents' capacity to use and evaluate 
the cognitiye and metacognitive skills neeqed to reason in the context pre
sented-for example, resolve an ~ngineering problem and construct a causal 
explanation. Frequent feedback on meaning making and reasoning is a vital 
component of SEPIA units. So tOQ is allowing students multiple ways to express 
or represenfknowledge claims. Creating eff~ctive communication between stu
dents and between k<achers and stuqents is cri~ical to an assessment-dri~en learnil)g 
environment. Given this expanded instru~tlo~al agenda, a deCIsion has been made 
to constrain the c,onceptual domain, that is, number of conc~pts. pre~nted in SEPIA 
units. Let us ·now t~ to a description of one of these prototype units-the Vessels 
Unit. 

In order to involve students in the doing of science that is meaningful and 
moti~ating, it is necessary that curriculum miits focus on problems and questions 
of some consequence for the students. If students engage in work without purpose, 
there is virtually no likelihood that thoughtful consideration of scientific ideas and 
reaSoning will result. A goal of the Vessels Unit, then, is to engage students in (a) 
a considerat~on of both the syntactic and semantic structures of scientific knowledge 
claims, (b) the use ofcognitive andmetacognitive strategies relevantto the selected 
problem space and to thinkiJ;lg scientifically, and (c) the accurate presentation and 
representation of scientific knowledge claims and forms of discourse. 

The instructional 'sequence for the Vessels Unit is an intermingling of investi
gations,experiments, demonstrations, and assessment conversations as well as 
presentations of students' ideas and products. The unit is partitioned into four parts. 
In general, Part 1 begins by acquainting the students with an authentic problem they 
consider worth,soIYing. Part 2 allows the students to test their initial ideas regarding 
the prbblem and build a conceptual framework of knowledge necessary to solve 
the problem. Part 3 is designed to hdp the smdents consider their results and 
evidence and perform additional experimentation. In Part 4, the students carry out 
the final tests and formally make their findings pUblic. An outline of the entire 
instr~ctional sequence for tbeVessels Unit is.preSented in the appendix. 

The com:4:?ptualgoal of the unit has tWo parts or objectives. One learner outcome 
is the developmenfof a causal explanation for flotation. The other learner objective 
is the constr~ction of a reasoned design for maximizing the carrying capacity of a 
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square sheet of alummum foil, that is, stating how the deSIgn features of the vessel 
relate to the vessel's performance. A representation of this conceptual domam IS 
presented m Figure 1. Again, the four parts of the Vessels Unit have been prepared 
to facilitate for teachers and for students the appropriatlon of the concepts, reasoning 
skills, and evidence to achieve the conceptual goal of the unit. 

Part 1 introduces the students to an authentic problem through a letter from the 
City of Pittsburgh, presented in Figure 2, stating the need to build a fleet of vessels 
to haul construction materials. The students are specifically asked to design vessels 
WIth features that maximize each vessel's capacity to carry a load. The letter outlines 
the problem and also the expectations of student work. See, for example, the four 
expectatlons set out at the end of the letter. The letter clarifIes that the goal IS not 
simply to build a prototype, using a specified amount of alummum foIl, with the 
largest capacity, but also to display a full understanding of the principles that effect 
the load-carrying capacity of a vessel and be able to communicate the results or 
position to others. 

Students complete the first portfolio entry by restating the problem as they 
understand it and listing the basic information needed to solve the problem. This 
information is then used by the teacher to conduct an assessment eonversatlon. The 
mstructional dialog helps the students to consider and foc-us on what is being asked 
of them and helps the teacher to receive information about the students' levels of 
comprehension. 

The purpose of Part 2 of the Vessels Unit IS to prOVIde students with the 
oppornmity to test their mitial ideas and conceptions about what makes a vessel 
float and on the building of a vessel WIth features that maximize its carrymg 
capacity. Items placed m the portfolio include vessel deSIgns and data records of 
vessel performance. These items help the students to collect not only information 
regarding the vessel and its performance. but also cntIcal evidence that will be used 
later to assist them in underst<mding the differential pressures explanation for 
flotatlon. For example, students are asked to draw the appearance of the vessel WIth 
respect to the water level as it 1akes on greater load. This item can then be used to 
help the students understand that buoyant forces for floating objects change with 
depth. Such evidence assists students in understanding that water pressure increases 
with depth and that high vessel s.ides are one important variable in maximizing the 
vessel's load-carrying capacity. 

The purpose of Part 3 is to have the students apply the knowledge and eVIdence 
from Part 2 to come up with a solutIOn to the original problem-deSIgn a vessel 
with features that maxImize its load-carrymg capacity. 

Students begin Part 3 by reviewing the purpose of the ongmal task and the 
knowledge and evidence they have accumulated up to thIS pomt. Then, the students 
are asked to think about ways th,ey can test via experiments the features of a vessel 
that maximize Its load-carrying capacity. The students test their hypotheses through 
c;ontrolled experimentation. Results are recorded in the "Student Report of Inves-
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FIGU RE 1 Conceptual goals of the Vessels Unit. TIle letters A, B, C, and D correspond to specific domains of concept development within the unit but do not 
imply an order of presentation. 
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tigation." The purpose of these Investigation reports is to help students realize that 
there is a trade-off in maximizing the volume of the vessel (i.e., either higher sides 
and smaller bottom surface area or lower sides and larger bottom surface area). The 
ideal vessel is one which makes a compromise between the two variables such that 
the volume is maxImized. 

Part 4 is the culmination of the inquiry process. It begins by allowing the 
students to construct their final vessels using their acquired knowledge and 
understanding from Parts 1,2, and 3. After constructing the second set of vessels 
arId testing them, the students prepare their formal presentations following the 
guidelines outlined in the original letter. The purpose of these presentations is to 
allow the students to communicate their results and display their mastery of unit 
content and processes. The presentations also create an atmosphere of success for 
students. They allow the students to feel that even though they worked hard, the 
work itself was interesting; they were involved in the educational process; and 
they now have a product tha1 can be presented to their classmates, teachers, 
parents, and other involved individuals. The Vessels Unit takes approximately 4 
weeks to complete. Note in the appendix the frequency with which assessment 
conversations occur throughout and the amount of student work that is not only 
placed in the portfolio, but is used as the basis for further development and 
demonstration of understanding. 

Instructional activities and tasks for the Vessels Unit have been prepared so that 
students' ideas can be made public, explored, and refined. Student activities-port
folio entries-are designed so as to facilitate teachers' receiving information about 
students' ideas. The significant challenge posed to teachers is that assessments need 
to occur on mUltiple fronts. Students need feedback on their developing under
standing of the core science concepts, the characteristics of the emerging science 
explanation, the reasoning they employ when considering evidence and relating it 
to explanations, and the ways in which they choose to represent alld report scientific 
information and knowledge claims. 

The assessment conversation is a critical pedagogical tool to facilitate this 
complex assessment process. FoHowing the completion of an instructional activity 
like reading the letter, students are given a portfolio item (PI) to complete. The PIs 
ask students to draw or write (or both) an interpretation or representation. A good 
example of a PI and how it is used to stimulate an assessment conversation is 
p:rovided in Figure 3. In this PI, students are asked to describe, after they have 
carried out the task, the forces acting on a cup as it is slowly pressed into a tub of 
water. First they are to draw and then prepare a written explanation. Two student 
samples are provided. In the first, labeled A, we can see how the student has 
n:presented the strength of the buoyant force decreasing with depth by using smaller 
and smaller arrows and the force of graVIty increasing with larger and larger arrows. 
We can also see that the arrows are labeled G and B with a greater than sign (» 
bt~tween them and that the written explanation is minimal. In the second student 



City of Pittsburgh 
Sofia Maslow, Mayor 

DepaItmento( City Projects 
Land Use Planil~g .Program 
160.0 W. Roseqale Sct. 
Pittsburgh,PA 15219 

Office of Asst. Planning Director - Peter Remraf 

RE: Request for Design Plans 

Dear Applicant: 

The purpose of this letter is to provide you with information for 
submitting a bid to the City. I am pleased to learn that you and your staff will 
be supmitting hull design plans to be used for building a fleet of river-going 
vessels. In order to assist you with the development of your design plans, let 
me tell you how we intend to use the vessels. 

The City intends to build office complexes, apartments, shopping 
centers, marinas, and playgrounds on Herrs Island. Heers Island is an island 
on the Allegheny River up the river from the 16th Street Bridge. In fact, the 
31st street Bridge directly crosses Hens Island. We think the totaI project wiiI 
take 10 years to complete. The best way to deliver constru<:tion mat~rials -
sand, cement,Jumber, bricks, cinder blocks, pipe, etc. - is using the river. The 
bridges that gO to the islaf!d WiII not hold up after 10 years of traffic from 
heavy truckloads of materials. Therefore, we feel it is in the City's best 
interest to build its ov\'n fleet of vessels. 

The contract for supplying the constructlOn materials has been awarded 
to Best Construction Materials Supply Co. which IS located on the 
Monongahela River. The main function of the vessels will be to take 
materials between the Mon River and the Allegheny River. Attached is a 
print of a map of the Point which shows the locations of Best Construction 
and Herrs Island. 

As you can tell, the ability to carry materials is important. The 
successful plan will be one that explains how a vessel hull should be designed 
so it stays afloat while carrying the most load. In order to make the 
competition fair, we are asking all bidders to design hull models using 



aluminum foil that is the same size. 

After completing your investigation, the packet of information you 
submit to the City should cor.tain the information and materials in the items 
listed below. Only complete packets will be considered. We want to hire the 
firm that can design the best hull. But the City must have confidence that the 
designers understand and can explain why a vessel will float and carry a load. 
Without this explanation, the City can't be certain the design model you 
submit will work. 

Design Packet Items 

1. A sketch of the vessel hull. 
The sketch should be n,~at and have the height, length and width of the 

vessel labeled. 

2. A scale model of the vessel. 
The scale model should be made of aluminum foil. It will represent 

the hull of the vessel. It should be made as best as you can to look like the 
sketch you submit. 

3. Sketches of the vessel hull in water with and without a load. 
These two sketches should be side by side on the same piece of paper. 

Using arrows, science terms and the names of forces, label the sketches to 
explain the forces that keep the vessel afloat. Please mark the water line. 

These sketches are a very Important part of the design packet. We want 
to hire the firm that understands and can best explain why vessels float. 

4. A report of tests and results. 
Please list the tests, experiments, and investigations you performed. 

Then provide the a report of results. For example, what is the mass in grams 
(g) that it took to smk your vessel. Include in your packet any tables, graphs, 
or test design sketches you think Will demonstrate you have thought through 
the problem carefully. 

Good luck! 

Sincerely, 

Peter Remraf, Project :\IIanager 
Herr's Island Development Proposal 

FIGURE 2 llntroductory letter for the Vessels Vmt. 



Portfolio Item 6 
Date 

Teac 

1 

Drawing A 

After you 
push down 

1. Draw arro~s on the drawing above to descnbe w:hat you feel 
2. Now write in your own words what you felt while pushing the cup down into 
the water. 

Project SEPIA - Fall 1992 



Pertfatli<3' Item ~ 

7caCli 

DrawingB 

1. Draw arrows on the drawmg above to descnbe what you feel. 
2. Now write in your own words what you felt while pushing the cup down into 
the water. 

~:t fUA~{ (lP a. ~ 
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FIGURE 3 Sample student work on Portfolio Item 6 
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sample-B-we see a different representation. In particular, we see that the student 
has put arrows on the side of the cup and kept the number of arrows at the bottom 
the same number and size. 

From these two drawings alone, one could address the notational conventions 
of representing forces with arrows and the magnitude of the forces by the length or 
number of arrows. Drawing A does this but Drawing B does not. Drawing B 
provides side arrows, and it can be used to explore with students one of the key 
concepts 01 the unit-water pressure increases witb depth. This is what makes the 
hei~ht of the sides in the design of the vessel an important variable to consider. One 
could ask if the side arrows represent the same thing as the arrows drawn at the 
bottom qf the cup. If the arrows are to represent the buoyant forces acting on the 
cup,· all arrows should be pointing upward .. If the arrows are to represent the water 
pressure .;ICting on the cup, then the arrows at the bQttom should be larger than those 
Ilt the top and some indication should be made that the pressure acts In all directions. 

I ,.". . " , 

Hencer an asterisk (*) ?otational form right be more meaningful. Similarly, the 
at"I;·ows atthe: boltom bfthe cup should reflect the "very hard to push down" in the 
written statement. Back to Drawing A, we could ask why, iiit is harder to push 
dowp ~i Position 3, theB-arrowin this positioll is the shortest. Fi~alIy, we could 
begin to explore with students their understanding of what causes the buoyant 
pressure and buoyant force to increase as a flo;:fting object in water achieves ever 
lower depths. It is differences like thisthat.spawn assessment conversations that 
address critical issues of science le~ing. 

~harillg with students the multiple ways they have presented and represented 
scientific evidence or ideas makes it possible to provide feedback on the quality of 
evidbnce and, i~eas put forth by class members. In addition, it is important to note 
thatl~ also becomes possible to provide feedback on the presentation and repre
sentation of ideas themsel ves. Out of the conversations around student work among 
students and t~achers, information about how st~deI1ts are reasoning, using ~vi
dence and experiences, and constructing explanations and arguments becqmes 
visible ~nd tangible. 

Incorporating this assessment-based instructional strate~y is not a simple matter, 
howe,:cr. The challenges of teaching and of managing a cla~sroom learning 
envi~onmentare significantlyaItered when mie is a~kedto receive, recognize, and 
then u~e student-~enerated .informa.tion for th~ purpose of conducting assessments 
on a fre~uent ?asis.· In the ne~t section, wep!esent three examples of two different 
teac~ers t~achmg Vessels Umt lesson!!. The fm;t example demonstra,tes the Sl.jccess
ful implementation of the first stage of· the assessment conver"ation and the 
challel1~esteachers face in realizing the final twost~ges. The focus of the second 
example· is on the successful implementation of all three stages of the assessment 
con.yersatioo. The third example comes not from an assessment conversation, but 
is a different discussion between teacher and researchers that highlights some of 
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the tensions that surface through this kmd of interaction. We argue that a central 
strategy and significant teaching challenge to the successful implementatIOn of 
assessment-driven instruction is the need to engage and sustain a learning environ
ment that emerges out of students' personal efforts, products, and ideas. 

THE CHALLENGE OF ASSESSMENT CONVERSATIONS 

Project SEPIA's three stage assessment conversatIOn has been a significant chal
lenge for Project SEPIA teachers. Curriculum units like the Vessels Umt have made 
It possible for teachers to receive students products and ideas (Stage l). The teachers 
have been quite inventive with ways to display publicly the dIversity of repre
sentatIOns. Implementation of the Vessels Umt as designed represents a dynamIC 
shift from the hands-on, teacher-directed curriculum used in most middle school 
science classrooms. A fundamental difference is the shift from instructional actiVI
ties and tasks that had all students produce the same response or answer to actiVIties 
and tasks that encourage students to produce a diversity of representations and 
responses as answers. 

Although some aspects of a portfolio culture classroom have been implemented 
and refined with success, other critical elements have been sources of concern for 
both teachers and researchers. In this section we use examples from classrooms to 
describe these successes and challenges. In particular, we want to focus on two 
Issues that have been the object of this proJect's attentIOn and that represent perhaps 
the most significant challenges 1.0 successful transformation of classrooms. The first 
Issue concerns the use of assessment conversations as an instructional vehicle to 
facilitate students' meaning malcing and reasoning. The second involves the shIfting 
of responsibility and ownership for conceptual and cognitive development from 
teachers to students. 

The experiences of two teachers (pseudonyms George and Martha) are presented 
as contrasting illustrations of how these two Issues play out in classrooms. In 
Example 1, the focus is on an opening unit lesson by George m which he 
successfully conducts the first stage of an assessment conversation but then goes 
no further. In E~ample 2, we present Martha's success at navigating students 
through the design and execution of experiments (PI 7 in Part 3) that are intended 
to determine which vessel design variables-height of sides, surface area of the 
boUom, shape, thickness of foil ffolding)-affect the load-carrymg capacity of the 
v,essel. As a contrastm,g case to Examples land 2 for the purpose of hIghlighting 
Important strategies and challenges m portfolio culture classrooms, we present 
Example 3, in which George rdates his unsuccessful execution of PI 7. Data for 
the preparation of the examples are taken from classroom videotapes, field notes, 
transcnptions of classroom discourse, and students' work. 
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Example 1-Receiving but Not Recognizing Information 

A key feature of assessment-driven instruction is making public the efforts and 
ideas of students. The use of student work in assessment-driven instruction should 
function at two levels. First, the discussion of student work ShOl,tld provide oppor
tunities for a~es~mentconversations thate)(amine, develop, and evaluate students' 
understanding of science concepts and processes. Second, the discussion of student 
work should provide opportunities for assessment conversations that examine, 
develop, and evaluate stu*nts' reasoningamJ explanatory skills. Although SEPIA 
te<:\cbers have been uniformly successful. at eliciting. student representations and 
understandings of individual or small networks of concepts, the u!ie of s~dent work 
to explore student~' rypresentations and understandin$sof the ullit's conceptual 
goals (e.g., constructing a causal explanation and a n~asoned des~gn) has been less 
consistent. 

Cq~sider the following classroom situation as an eXlJIllple. George is starting. 
the Vessyls Unit on buoyancy and flotation with his sixth-grade students. As a first 
activity prior to the reading of the letter, he has the students represent what they 
know about the flotation of boats via, a dra\\oing accOIllpanied by a brief written 
explanation. The specific directions are to draw a boat and then write, a sentence 
that explains why it floats.· As the students engage iIi the task, George begins to 
cir~~late thJ;ough the room with aclipbom:d. He stops from time to time to examine 
stud~nt work, make supportive comments, and on occasion jot down some infor
mation on nisclipboard. 

At this Juncture of the lesson, George is exhibiting, for him, a very new 
pedagogical practice designed to capture siudents' diverse ideas. He is addressing 
suc,GeSsfully the first stage of an assessment conversation by engaging, students in 
an activity that develops a diversity of ideas. His intent, which he announces to the 
students. dufingtheitltroduction of the lessqn, is to have some of them come to the 
fron~ of the classroom and display their drawillg and explanation on the overhead 
projector. From the.l,ack of student questions about whatto do, one can infer that 
thi~ practice is not neW to the students and it is treated. as a normal instructional 
practice. Georgehas been incorporating.this come-to-the-overhead form ofpublic1y 
<Iisplaying student work for the last year or so. 

'thetlrst student cl:\lled to the overhead projector draws a tugboat pulling a barge 
illld writes that it floats because of the ehgine. The second student draws a qmoe 
lind ,~i'itesthat it fl~ats because of ' its shape. The third, and final student, draws a 
6~bmarine and states it floats because of the air inside. Finally, George himself 
dra~'sa pontoon boat with a can~as wver on it and a~ks the students to cqme up 
with an explanation for why it floats. One student suggests that it floats because of 
the ~ir pushing up on the cover, sort of like on a sail. George provides the 
explanation that there is air in the pontoons. 
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George has surveyed the diversity of students' responses to the task and selected 
three diverse representations of boats. Furthermore, we see that he has established 
as routine an instructional practice that is student-centered and that provides for the 
public display of student work. George has successfully implemented the fIrst stage 
of an assessment conversation by having students engage in a task that leads to a 
dliversity of responses and then by making the diversity of student ideas explicIt 
and public. 

But he did not seize on th~: opportunity to extend the lesson that day, or 
subsequently, into the ensuing stages of an assessment conversation that ask 
students to judge the adequacy of the explanations given. In turn, then, George has 
nnt provided students with the opportunity to engage in either the cognitive or 
argumentation processes of science. The opportunity to address the epistemic and 
cognitive orientations of learning science are bypassed. Though George has en
gaged students in the exploration of different boats and explanations for why they 
float, he has not engaged studenls in the argument of which explanations are better 
explanations for boats floating. Thus, although the students are comfortable with 
the classroom practice of pres~:nting and describing their knowledge claims, they 
are not being introduced to the strategies and rules for judging the adequacy of 
knowledge claims. There IS neIther reference to the student-generated concepts of 
flotation nor any examination of the diversity of meanings used by students in the 
class. Missing is the second stage (and ultimately the third) of the assessment 
conversation. 

What might have taken place if there had been a public recognition that in 
addition to the three diverse vessels drawn, there were also three equally diverse 
representations for why the vessels float--engine, shape, and air? Though George 
himself recognized the explanatory diversity, he did not attempt to have students 
reflect on the differences they presented about what they think made boats float. 
Let's consider the first and second students' explanations. The first student says the 
boat floats because of the engint:, whereas the second, drawing a canoe, states it is 
the shape. But the second drawing is also of a boat without an engine. It is not hard 
to imagine having students compare these two responses in paired groups and 
determining from their own conversations whether or not an engine is needed. 

When we conside~ the expllanation of the third student's drawing, a more 
compelling and intriguing notion of flotation presents itself. The drawing is of a 
submarine, and it, accordin~ to the student explanation, is floatin,g in the water. The 
two other explanations involve floating on the water. Neither during this lesson nor 
in those to follow does George rdate back to these competing student explanations. 
So, in addition to the absence of the later stages of the assessment conversatIOn, 
George has also missed the opportunity to explore with students, using their own 
work, a cntical conceptual goal for that unit-namely, that the pressure of water 
changes with depth. It is precisely these kinds of ''floating in--floating on" type 
conceptual conflicts that emerge from the display of student work and that teachers 
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need to learn how to (a) recognize and (b) attend to and manage in a science 
classroom. ~erhaps even more important is the need for the students to be given 
opportunities to develop, and have modeled fur them, the habits of mind used to 
examine and evaluate knowledge claims. 

Example 2-Making Students' Efforts Central to the Lesson 

A criticism of school ~cience is that students often engage in laboratory activities 
without any experimental ratiomlie. A principle use oflhe assessment conversation 
lS to define ,and then explore with students the rationale for particular experiments. 
Example 2 focuses, on Steps 7 and 8 in part 3 of the Vessels Unit (see the appendix). 
The lesson sequence is des~gned to entertain the different hypotheses proposedafter 
an examination of data obtaine~ from the first testing of the vessel's carrying 
capacity. Next, students are asked to suggest and design experiments to address 
each of ~veral hypotheses in a clear ~d "fair" way. The students then carry out 
the experiments. One group is testing the effect of the height of the sides. The 
students build two vessels thathavethesarne shape and the same size bottoms but 
different heights of sides. Implementing similar control of variable techniques, 
other groups are testing the shape, size of bottom, and the effect of folding or not 
folding the roil. 

Martha approached this segment of the Vessels Unit with an innova~ion that, in 
tbe end, established a strong motivation for focusing students efforts on both the 
task of wrlting 'the experimental design and then on the analysis of the results of 
the exPeriment. The innovation involVed having students prepare and record the 
steps of the expehment for another group to follow and execute. This may appear 
to 'be trivial, but in fact it represents a significant coritribution to the creation of a 
portfolio culture. Through this single instructional dec;ision, students are now bemg 
asked to reason thr~ughand then ebminunicate cl~arly to others the steps that need 
to be taken to do the experiment: 

M: What we did on Friday, Karen, you weren't here. We switched, Group 1 
pid Group 4' s experime~t and OroupA did Group l' s experiment. Group 2 
did Group 3's experiment and Group 3 did Group 2's experiment .... You 
wrot~ an experiment for foldmg and not folding, but your group did the 
\!xperiment for the shape ~f the boat .... qroup 2 followed your directions 
and did your experiment that you guys wrote. Okay. Alright. Let's talk a 
bit about this. Ah, I would like someone from Group 1, Group 1 tested the 
he~ght of the sides. What did you find out, Jess? What did you learn on 
Friday? 
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Moving group by group, Martha reviews with each group what it IS they did and 
what it is they found out. She then moves into the next segment ofthe lesson. 

M: Okay. I would like to talk about all of this informatIOn for a few minutes 
.... So what I would like 1.0 look at first would be the "hei ght of the sides" 
group. That is what they were testing, that is exactly right. Why don't we 
look at their four boats, okay. They made four boats, now Group 4 didn't 
start out by having to make four boats. We decided as we started to do this 
experiment to make four boats--okay two folded and two unfolded. We will 
put their folded on one side and we will put their unfolded on the other SIde. 

Martha takes the models each group made to carry out their expenments and tapes 
them to the front board. Written inside each of the model vessels on a piece of tape 
is the number of metal washers the vessel was able to hold. This excerpt indicates 
that, 3 weeks mto the Vessels Unit, Martha is implementing instructional steps that 
build out of students' efforts and products. It is clear that she is sustaining the 
critically important first stage of the assessment conversatIOn by receiving infor
mation from students. Then, and only then, does she set out to have students reflect 
on the content and accuracy of their responses. 

M: Okay, Jess, could you tell us which one of these boats of these two held the 
most? 

S 1 : This one and this one. 
M: This one and this one? \Vhy do you think, let's look at these two boats, why 

do you think that this one held more stuff than this one. 
S 1 : It had more space. 

-------------~·---[represents break in discourse pattern] 

M: What about these two? Which one of these held more, Jesse? This one or 
this one? 

S 1 : The big one. 
M: The bigger bottomed one. Okay. The same reason? 
SI: Hmm-uhmm (yes). 
M: Now, let me ask you about this? Which one of these do you think held more, 

this one or this one? [Pomting to the next set of two vessels.] 
S2: The bigger one. 
M: Why do you thmk the bIgger one 
S2: Because there is more space inside. 
T: Because there is more space inside, okay, alright. So does the height of the 

sides matter? 
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S2: No. 
M: They don't matter! 
S3: Yes they do but not that much 
M: Hey, you just told me two different things. I don't understand. Can you 

explain to me what you mean? I am notquiteunderstanding what you mean. 
S3: Okay, if you JUSt put a piece of foil on the water, it will sink but if you have 

,little ,sIde on it like that [pointing to the model on the board] and then you 
nave like a little sides it wiU hold more. 

M: Okay,' so the sides matter. 
S3: Yes. 
M: You just told me no, they didn't. 
S3: They do but not that much. 
M: Th~ydo but not that much. What do you think Monica? What do you think 

about size? You said no she was wrong. Do you think that the height of the 
sides platters a lot? Why? 

We se;:e from this excerpt that the focus of the lesson is on the efforts and products 
of the st~dents. The discussion of the sci~nce concepts emerges out of this 
student -ceJ;ltered cont~xt, and it can be seen that students do not think that the helght 
of the sides contributes much to the performance of the vessel. What is emergmg 
from the assessrpent conversation is a picture that the space in the vessel has more 
to do with the size of the bott~m and less to do with the height of the sides. ("So, 
does the height of the sides matter?" "No.") Martha has reCeived information from 

I 
th~ students that the students are considering only one of the two variables that 
contribute to determining the volume of the vessel. In her own word, Martha is 
"weaving" together the ideas of the unit but she is recognizing that the reasoning 
of the stu!iepts is incomplete. Martha has received information and then recognized 
a problem; Next she conducts a demonstrati<m to put the students' ideas about height 
of sides to a test. 

M: So, sides I think, are we saying that they are something to conSIder? Should 
we co~sider sides when we make a boat? 

SI: No. 
M: You shouldn't consider sides when you make a boat? 
S 1: Fnaudible] 
M: So, I shouldn't consider sides when I make a boat? 

M: So, If I take a flat piece of foil and put it on the water like that, what is going 
to happen? 

S 1 : It is going to float. 
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M: It is gomg to float but whm is going to happen when we start putting washers 
on it? 

S 1: It is going to sink when we put the first one on. 
M: Well, maybe not the first one. Let's try it and see what happens? Do you 

want to try it? [Teacher moves to the side of the classroom to get a tub.] 
S 1: I think that It is going to sink. 
M: Well, let's see because Jesse's made the [comment about sides] he doesn't 

think that they are important. [Students move to the front of the room around 
the tub and conduct the experiment with a flat piece of foil placed on the 
water. It holds twelve washers and then sinks.] 

M: Alright, so Jesse, let's talk about this Jess and everybody else. Alright, Jesse 
[teacher moves to the front board where the two folded and two unfolded 
vessels are displayed], this one held eIghty nght? This one sixty, this one 
held forty, this one held twenty-five, and that one held twelve [pointing to 
the flat vessel just used in the demonstration]. Now Jess, I want you to think 
about this, do you want to change your mind, do you think that sides matter? 
[Student nods yes.] Yean" I think that sides matter. 

Nested experiments require two sIgnificant alterations of classroom practice. 
First, students are designing the experiment, not simply carrying out a prespecifled 
deSIgn. Second, the time given 100 exploring a topic area is significantly increased, 
for students in this proposed environment are not only learning a given conceptual 
area in greater depth, they are also spending more time in developing an under
standing of experimentation. Taking the time to revisit issues to better understand 
a conceptual terrain is not standard practice in most middle school science class
rooms. Martha's success on this section of the unit is due in large part to the fact 
that she kept alive the contributions of srudents efforts and products to the instruc
tional sequence. A contrast to her success is George's struggle with thIS same 
sectIOn of the Vessels Unit. 

Example 3-Tenslons in Changing Practice 

As luck would have It, on the day two researchers (L and R) showed up to videotape 
the beginning of George's teaching the nested-expenments section of the Vessels 
Unit, George was alone in his classroom during planning time. "Didn't you get my 
message? I called to tell you not to bother coming out. I'm not gonna do this 
anymore." What had come to be an insurmountable problem, in his mmd, was the 
students' inability to work through the steps of the nested experiments-that is, to 
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design a test of one variable of the vessel to report to other members of the class. 
George wanted the students to begin the process of experiment design by first 
having them learn how to correctly write a scientific hypothesis. It is significant to 
note that George wrote and designed this segment of the Vessels Unit. Here is some 
of what he had to say: 

G: I am giving up on it. I know I'm tired ofit. 
L: Yeah 
G: Okay, and I know the kids are tired ont. We're tired of these boats. We've 

been talking about these boats for a month now .. 
L: ??? 
G: So then I thought .... I was ready to gIVe up. Really, early and that's one 

thing I hate to do is give up on anything. And, uh, then I went back to the 
lady who is an aide in here with me and she was in here and I said to her 
''What do you think?" and she says ... she thinks again it is too much for 
them to grasp, if we could have broken it down piece by piece. What I have 
on the board, okay. See we came up with this. Then I thought here's what 
we 'did we came up with a list of steps. Oh, I was so Just darn frustrated. 

The level of Geor~e' s frustration is demonstrated by thefact that he invested 2V2 
to 3 weeks of instruction to work through the fust two parts of the curriculum and 
then he only allocated 2 days for the I~st two parts (see the appendix). Though 
George designed and wanted to pursue the nested experiments, George perceived 
constrai~ts that caused him to abandon this part of the unit. It is clear from some 
of the statements that Oeorge felt the students were lacking the skills and thinking 
processes to perform the nested experiments. The conflict resu~ted from, in part, 
his re1uctilDce to allow the students to take ownership of the problem conceptuali
zation-to do it themselves. We see in the two passages below his level of 
frustration and his sense of the problem. 

G: Right, that's what I'm saying-you know they had a big problem coming 
up with a hypothesis on this. They had a problem, I could sit there and tell 
you but when you 

L: Kind of had to see it to believe it. 
G: When you see what's going on and you sit there and you look at these kids 

r m frustrated, they're frustrated-you know It'S just like It is really bad, it 
re<41y was bad. And I ihought there is no way I want to put my kIds through 
this. You know urn there I go sounding possessive of my kids. 

L: Hey listen, they are your kids. 
G: Butum you know it was very, I mean it was really frustrating to go through 

that. I Justrealize, I don't know I realize what we are doing the idea, the 
whol~ idea is okay but have to realize 
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L: It's real hard 
G: and I think even as myself I, this is a hard thIng for me to accept but I, I 

think we really have to raise that possibility that maybe they can't. At thIS 
age, maybe they can't. I mean If PIaget is right, maybe they can't. 

G: ... And there you go again now, we're asking and now I think that is where 
the problem is. We are talung it very much from concrete to abstract and 
from abstract to abstract 

R: Well that's. You are absolutely right that's part of the reason why we are 
engaging in this experiment. Because we are actually trying to find out if 
we want to push to this dIrection-we want to find out how the kids are 
handling it, how the classroom is handling it and also how you are handling 

G: I think, I think too as I got to this and I saw they were stumbling I thought 
this would really be a good thing for them to learn how to do. You know, 
that's what kind of cours,~, that's our ultimate goal but until you lay thIS in 
front of them you know. Our ultimate goal is to be able to get the kId to 
think well you smd that that science process, that scientific thInking, you 
know here you have a problem now how do you test for that. You know I 
thought this is perfect I mean there it is nght there. You know but, we 
haven't built to that. What we have done is we've done labs to make it 
[inaudible] carefully [inaudible] concept to that process and we have and 
that is not in any way shape or form been gearing kids for this kind of thIng. 
You know, how would you attack the problem? 

L: Well I'm betting that one of the hard parts for them IS to conceptualIze the 
problem before they begin to attack it. And I think that there are ways you 
could lead a conversation that could get them to conceptuahze the problem 
and there may be better or worse things that they could come up with than 
actually set down the step. 

In his concern with getting students to produce a statement of hypothesis and 
complete the task and activities, George shIed away from involving rus students in 
the all-important task of giving 1hem the opportunity to make sense and construct 
meamng out of what they are learning. (It is important to note that George had made 
a deCIsion to try to finish the unit prior to the winter holiday break. HIS deciSIOn to 
end the Vessels Unit occurred on December 18.) He justified his abandoning thIS 
part of the unit by appealing to an interpretation of Pia get ("But I, I thInk we really 
have to raise that possibIlity that maybe they can't. At this age, maybe they can't. 
I mean ifPiaget IS right, maybe 1:hey can't.") 

On the day before thIS, George had students attempt to complete three separate 
SEPIA tasks. Observations confirm that in his concern for satisfying activity 
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demands, not a single one of these tasks was used as a source of information for an 
assessment conversation. In addition, observatlons of a focus group of students 
completing the three tasks revealed they did not complete all three tasks and 
suggested the students did not understand the,purpose of the tasks. 

Thus, in contrast to the descnptlon of his class in the preceding section in which 
he took ~he time to have three students come to the overhead to present their ideas 
and in, Which he completed the first stage of an aS,sessment conversation, here we 
finfi that he has ":ot made any headway, even onth~ first stage. The challenge of 
asking students to take control of chartin~ an experimental ,plan and the manage
mynt of concepts is judged to be overwhelming. In the pr~edingpart of the unit, 
students ~hared' theiqmderstaflding, but it was dear that the ~eacher was still in 
corltrol of, ~l conceptucil orchestration. 11J:is inference is subs1;antiated by the 
classroom, observation on the )lext, andwhatwoul\l be the last, day of instruction 
for the Vessels Uqit.bnce again George displays "get through it" teaching behav
lors. He ~as ,deci\fed to show the studeqts;through l;t series of den~onstrations, what 
fe~tures of a vessel are most important in bui.ding their second vessels. He has 
ab,mdonedthe students' doing the work and tll\ls the possibility of even soliciting 
divyrse, views thr~ugh individual or group efforts on a task. ' 

~e takes tlu;"ee objects~a large (24 oz) styrofoam cup, a blue plastic rectangular 
tray; and a wOodenhox-and, one at a time, he tesQ; each "vesseri to determine its 
carrying capacity . The cup, which has tbehighest sides, holds 38 washers; the wood 
pox, which has the thickest sides, holds 34 w~shers; and the plastic tray, which has 
the l~gest overall vol~me, holds 59 washers. "Does the height of the sides have 
anything to do with it?" he asks, and in unison thestudentsrespond"No!" "Okay," 
George responds, ~'I'm going to show you what matterS." Now the~e are two things 
to emphasize here. One is t~at the curriculum has sought an along to stress the fact 
that ~Q.at nia~ters is the height of the sid~s in combination with the ,bottom surface 
area. Together thlW detennine the volume of the vessel, but, as stated earlier, 
mal'imizingthe, h~ight and bottom area of the vessels is a problem'to be solved. 
Here Geptge is disthissing one of the most important concepts for designing a vessel 
that ~aJ!:imizes carrying capacity_ 

The next thing to emphasize is George's use of the word show m the statement 
I 

''I'm going to show you what matters." He is in control, and it is his ideas about 
vessels and not those of the students, that ate now ,the currency of the classroom. 
The a",thorjty is not the evidem:e any longer but the teacher. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The goal of Project SEPIA is to develop teaching practices that are conSIstent with 
visions of science education ~uggested hy current reform efforts. Central practices 
include: 
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• Acknowledgment of student conceptions through assessment strategies and 
the tailoring of instruction to restructure those conceptions in accord with 
scientific pnnciples. 

• Evaluation of knowledge claims through apphcation of scientifically legiti
mate criteria. 

• Emphasis on explanations, models, and experimentation as critical forms 
of scientific reasoning. 

• Communication as a requisite skill in aU SCIence activities. 
• A dual commitment to exploration and reasoning about exploration. 

The assessment conversation IS an instructional strategy that is designed to 
incorporate these practices. Our expenence to date strongly suggests that full 
implementation of assessment conversations, and other strategie:s that share com
mon goals, is a significant, but achievable, challenge for current practitIOners. We 
can point to several issues that need to be addressed in order that the practice we 
enviSIon become commonplace. 

First, teachers' view of science and their concomItant view of teaching science 
IS" as noted in the introduction, dominated by tasks and acti vities rather than 
conceptual structures and scientific reasoning. Thus, steps of the assessment 
conversation that focus on activity (e.g., drawing and presenting an explanation) 
are more readily mastered than those that focus on conceptual structures and 
reasoning (e.g., relating eVIdence and applying criteria to student explanations). 

Tellchers' views of science make it difficult to move to an instlUctional structure 
that is governed by scientific critena rather than by topic cove,rage. The SEPIA 
criteria are,desi~ned to function as an underlying, consistent theme that cuts across 
whatever activities the class may pursue. The idea of thematic unifIcation runs 
counter to traditional practice and thus represents a signifIcant challenge to the 
proposed model of instruction. 

Second, and not surprisingly, fonnal curricula do not support the current 
initiative. As already noted, curricula focus on the activities of exploratIon and not 
the thinking about exploration. In addition, the piecemeal nature of most formal 
curricula does not entertam the possibility of extended pursuit of scientific under
standmg. George's comment that the currIculum has done httle to prepare students 
to design tests to detennine which features of the vessel are important is but one 
example of the disparity between the goals of a project like SEPIA and the goals 
that guide most middle school science practice. 

Third, reconceptualizing the relatIOn between assessment and mstruction IS a 
major hurdle. Teachers are not used to using student information to guide and revise 
instructional decision making. Missing are the processes of science that address 
argumentation and the social dynamics of the classroom that stress the management 
and assessment of infonnatIon and ideas. Instead, assessment is seen through a 
summative lens-it is something that is done at the end of an instructional sequence 
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in order to account for student learning. Assessment is also viewed from a deficit 
model perspective. The traditional approach has been to question what of the target 
material has been learned and what has not been mastered. The current approach 
advocates assessment that makes public what students do understimd and then uses 
that information to suggest appropriate instructional next steps. 

Successful assessment starts with a set of very clear outcome goals for students, 
in this case embodied in the SEPIA crit~ria. At present our working criteria reflect 
a commitment to two important elements: (a) criteria that emphasize the develop
ment of r~as()njng skills and (b) criteria that stress meaning. making and sense 
making of scientific knowledse claims. It is a working list because 'the criteria 
should change over time as the students develop the capacity to engage in higher 
and higher levels of cognitive pro~esses or as the class decides toexarnine other 
contexts of science that then require .other criteria (i.e., statistical significance). 

fourth, successful facilitation of assessment conversations r~quires areasOIiable 
grasp of the subject matter being explored, understanding that is often lacking in 
middle school scienct( teachers. Teachers need to develop a clear sense of the 
con~eptual terrain they are exploring and also need to have it pedagogJcal sense of 
the likely understandings that' students will bring toa domain. With sufficient 
contentanp. pedagogical kn(n~ledge, teache~~ can respond to student work in a 
productive fashion. However, content understandingaIone is not enough, for the 
inab,lity of teachers to engage stud~ntsin meaning making and reasoning has as 
mUCh, to do with conJusion' surrounding how to manage the flow of information, 
knowledge Claims; and Ideas producedbystiJdents mdt has. to do with teachers' 
la~.\c of knowledge about scientific principles and concepts. This is, as Doyle 
(1986a} su~gested, a problem of t;;lassroom organization and management. 

Over the course of this project, as teachers become mOre familiar with particular 
conUfnt domains, we a~e noticing more facile managing of conversatiqns about 
student work (Gitomer, Zohar, Chang, & Duschl, 1994). Obviously, a move 
towards fewer topics will also enhance the possibility that teachers Can at least 
become cO,mpettmt in a few domains. This wiil enable an emphasis on reasoning 
and exploration within domains ofknowlecige. which we believe isa closer 
approximation to legitimate science activity than that which is (mrtentIy practiced 
in most schools. 

rJ"hesefour challenges to the assessment conyersation are the intellectual de
mands created by working from and v.'ithstudents' ideas and student~' repre
sendtions of scientific knowledge. The intellectuai challenge is one that demands 
teadlers have knowledge ofsubtle~ies about the social •. eplstemic,and cognitive 
dynamics of the d~sroom and of the ways in.whicheach of these three types of 
dynamics develops. For example, when an explanation is given in class, it will be 
analyzed, employing the SEPIA criteria, according to the social criteria that it 
embraces as well as episfemic cla,imsit makes.Itis legitimate then to ask students 
qutstions like "Is the explanation dear?" or "Is the explanation supported by 
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evidence from any investIgations or demonstrations done in class?" Such questions 
cut across tasks and embrace a more elaborate and legitImate sense of what it means 
to be doing science. These questions begin to provide channels of feedback that 
assesses the information generated by students. The feedback, in turn, ought to 
embrace the dual management problem of handling the sense making of SCIence 
concepts and processes and the social dynamics that support students' communi
cating, reasoning, and reflecting on what they know and how they have come to 
know it. 

Gradually, teachers and researchers have been developing strategIes to meet 
these challenges. Employing a teacher-as-researcher model, we are identifying 
important directions to explore III order to fully realize the potential of assessment 
conversations and other related instructional techniques. Early in the project, 
t{~achers only felt comfortable exploring the early steps of the assessment conver
sation, but now they willingly pUlrsue projects targeted at the latter, more cognitively 
demanding steps of the conversation. Although encouraged by the progress bemg 
made, we are also impressed by the amount of work that will be needed to 
significantly alter science practice on any large scale. The forms of practice that are 
being developed are not readily articulated in a procedural text; they require deep 
understanding of science, students, teaching, and assesssment-understandmg that 
will require concerted effort by all of us in the science education commumty. 
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Part 1 

APPENDIX 
VESSELS UNIT OUTLINE 

Step 1. Engaging Authentic Problem or Question 

Letter-Reading the letter: 

• EmphaSIze the goals: to build a model that helps In the design of a vessel; 
to explain why and how the deSIgn works 

• Emphasize the function of the model-to maximize how much a vessel can 
carry 

• Emphasize the performance variable-interactions with water, what mat
ters in the letter-what doesn't matter in the letter 

Capture pnor knowledge about vessels: 

• Diversity of vessels 
• Design of uses 
• Flotation questions 

Why do things float? 
Why do things stay afloat when a load is added? 
Why do things sink? 
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The development of lists of important concepts from the discussion of the 
letter should be captured and displayed publicly as word banks, concept map, 
cards. 

Step 2. Assessment Conversation RelatfJd to Step 1 

Models 

Student work (PI): 

• Sketch of a vessel 
• Label or otherwise explain: 

Why a vessel floats 
Why a vessel sinks 

Teacher-led SEPIA criteria discussion of student work: 

• Performance cnteria-that is, clarity and precision 
• Subject matter content focus 

Step 3. Perform the Task-First Effort 

IndivIdually students sketch-plan-do: 

• Students build fIrst vessel 
• Sketch vessel (PI)-relate to goals in letter 

Step 4. Assessment Conversation Related to Step 3 

SEPIA criteria discussion gives rise to: 

• Performance predIctIons (Which vessels will work best? Why?) 
• Initial conversation about contrast features 
• Need to capture details about vessel design-acquire bottom surface area 

and height of sides 
Do all the boats weigh the same? 

Teachers can pursue this question as either a warm-up activity or as a 
demonstration. Take one students's vessel. Ask if anyone thinks his or her 
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vessel wIll weigh a significantly different amount (+ 2 g). If a student 
volunteers, then take that vessel and place it on a double pan balance with 
the first vessel. Compare and point out they weigh the same. Continue this 
procedure until you have convinced the students that all of the vessels 
regardless of shape are in the same narrow weight range. 

Part 2 

Step 5. Test or Solve 

Students reminded to "keep an eye on things"-boat down, water up, why 
my boat sinks, how my boat sinks 

Students reminded to "keep a record"-surface area value, weight it took to 
sink the vessel, design features of the vessel 

Group students so that there IS a dIstnbution of vessels accordmg to SIze. This 
will facilitate completIOn of the vessel testing within one class period. It will 
also facilItate the acquisition of evidence for the ensumg assessment conver
sation. 

Step 6. Look for Contrasts and Patterns, Assessment 
Conversation related to Activities 3, 4, and 5 

RevIew performance predictions and explanations durmg warm-up: 

• Graph display of vessels: Student work (PI), visual representation of graph 
• Locate examples of contrasts and patterns 

Same performance-dlfferent design (within same category) 
DIfferent performance-same design (bottom area) 
DIfferent performance-different design (extreme categories) 

• Summarize contrasts and patterns 
• Return to subject matter focus-why do things float and smk? 

Apply SEPIA criteria to: 

• ReVIew and cntIque ofperfonnance, strategy, plan 
• Student work (PI): Provide sketch and explanation of performance, strategy, 

plan 
• Capture diversity of ideas and knowledge claims 
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• AcqUIre evidence that support ideas and knowledge claims 
Interaction with water 
Name the forces buoyant force-gravity force 
Pressure increases with depth 

Demonstrations can be used to assist in establishing and reviewing the 
concepts and evidence involved in flotation and buoyancy: 

• Level of water 
• Pressing cups or tubs into a trough or sink or aquarium of water 
• Coffee can with holes (the taller the object the better) 
• Manometer (thistle tube with rubber diaphragm attached to glass u-tube) 

Student work: 

• Compare and relate cup pressing in water With adding weight to vessel 
• Sketch, draw or other wise explain how the demonstratIOn with the cup is 

related to the performance of the vessel (PI) 

Part 3 

Step 7. Nested Unit on Models, Experimentation, or 
Explanation 

Class discussion of criteria for plan and a fair test 
Groups of students design individual plans 
Class discussion of exemplary plans; that IS. those that address SEPIA and 

fair test criteria 
Implement the plan 
Report the results 
Post the results 
Experiments on contrasts (to include, but not limited to): 

• Shape of vessel 
• Bottom SIze of vessel 
• Height of sides of vessel 

Distribution of weIght in the vessel 
• Measurement of change in depth of water 
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Step 8. Assessment ConvI3rsation Related to 7 

Return to contrasts and patterns-what counts and what doesn't count 

Apply SEPIA critena to guide dialog: 

• Relationships 
• Alternative explanations 
• Evidence for explanations 

The purpose of this assessment conversation is to highlight the elements of 
vessel design that help to me,et the goal of the project-design a model that 
maximIzes the load a vessel ean carry and provIde an explanation of why it 
works. 

Step 9. Perform the Task--Second Effort 

ReVIew goals and SEPIA crileria 
Plan of action by groups of students 
Sketch of vessel design with performance explanation (PI) 
Construct vessel-each student makes a vessel (PI) 
Performance packet (PI) 

The test of the vessels can be done as a large group activity with each vessel 
being tested at the front of the class. The vessel that has the best results will 
be the one submitted to the seventh-grade competitIOn. Stress that the effort 
was a group effort-whole dass effort. 

Part 4 

Step 10. Assessment Conversation Related to Step 9 

SubmIssion of final plans and packet 
Assemble portfolio of work 
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